14th-20th October 2019
Alicante, Spain

SUMMARY OF THE PROJECT:
The training course will be host in Alicante during the dates 14th to 20th October
2019.
The countries involved in the project are: Spain, Slovakia, Czech republic, Greece, Italy,
Uk, Serbia, Turkey.
Summary:
The youthworkers behind this project define five topics they see needed to support
among youngsters - ethics, Health, media literacy, citizenship awareness And critical
thinking. Then there was need to make a Cool name for the project So we took the
initial letters of these topics and made it into physic form as the needed formula for
nowadays life of young people: E=MC2.
There is a visible need of supporting education and literacy in the topics of ethics,
health, media, critical thinking and citizenship among youth and young people all
around the world and especially Europe while the political situation is sometimes
taking extreme directions and young people are lost in the amount of all the
information. Youth workers in our international network agreed on the need
and find the topic of the training course necessary and needed for the future work
with youngsters and young people to support them in the life in the modern world, to
teach them how to behave in nowadays world, how to work with information and
other connected skills. The project main objectives are to support youth workers using
more non-formal education activities about ethics, healthy lifestyle, media literacy,
critical thinking, citizenship education and in general involve these topics in the youth
work more and more and emphasise on them because they are the essential topics for
good orienting in modern time.

Objectives:
1. how to implement important topic in inter-section way in the youth work and nonformal learning process, topics that are important for nowadays life in nowadays
society to support young people, participation and the future healthy and aware
citizens
2. to support youth workers with new tools and new ways and new methods for
applying intersectorial topics as ethics, education to citizenship and other topics of the
EHMC2 project in the nonformal leaning and youth work area
3. to emphasize the need of these five project topics into the youth work and kids,
children and youth education
4. to support helping personal and personality development of the future healthy and
aware citizens of local communities, countries, Europe and make this process start to
be sustainable so the young people being good citizens spread this behavior and make
it a habit, value, normal acting in the society

Target group:
2 participants per each country.
Profile: Youth workers, Teachers, Educators, +22 Years old

Hosting Organization:
Usit Organization is situated in El Altet, a rural area that is part of Elche (the city); there are
2000 inhabitants in this area.
Usit is an association dedicated to promoting youth and adult activities in the rural area of El
Altet; we also dedicate ourselves to the achievement and participation at European projects.
The main aim is a support of initiatives, development of competence in the local community.
Among target groups belong adults , inmigrant and elderly people, people from rural and
disadvantages areas.
We develop different courses for the young and adults to support the employability and
personal development.

Place of the project:
Alicante (Spanish), or Alacant (Valencian, both official names, is a city and port in Spain on
the Costa Blanca, the capital of the province of Alicante and of the comarca of Alacantí, in
the south of the Valencian Community. It is also a historic Mediterranean port. The
population of the city of Alicante proper was 334,329, estimated as of 2011, ranking as the
second-largest Valencian city. Including nearby municipalities, the Alicante conurbation had
462,281 residents. The population of the metropolitan area (including Elche and satellite
towns) was 771,061 as of 2013 estimates, ranking as the eighth-largest metropolitan area of
Spain.

Financial aspects
- Food, activities and accommodation is FREE.
- Participants will be reimbursed for the unit travel cost using the rules of the
Erasmus +

Reimbursement conditions:
The activity dates are 14th -20th October 2019. The travel dates are 14th
October(arrival) and 20th of October(departure). Please keep in mind that we
provide lodging only for the duration of the project and not more.
The organizers will reimburse for the unit travel cost using the rules of the Erasmus +
from the home city to Alicante and from Alicante back home.
(we will NOT cover insurance, taxi or car).
Reimbursement of your travel costs can only be done upon submitting ALL the original
tickets, invoices, boarding passes tags, etc. - or upon presenting the payment evidence
along with the original ticket or e-ticket (with the boarding pass wherever applicable)
and submitting us the respective copies.

To be reimbursed, the participants need to take part in all the
duration of the training Course, all the activities and to do
dissemination and visibility post and articles in their own and
organization social media.
All the requested documents serve as supporting documentation for the Project Final
Reporting (and reimbursement).
Reimbursement will be done in EURO, based on the exchange rates given by the
Erasmus + Programme specifically the Spanish National Agency, and the rules for
reimbursement and reporting.
The reimbursements will be done through bank transfer to one account number for
each partner organization upon receiving all the original tickets, invoices and boarding
tags or in the training if you have all the documents.
! Four your reimbursement it is essential that you travel directly without any longer
stop-over from your home town to Alicante in order to arrive and departure on the
given project dates!
! Note: The organizers will not provide any accommodation for an additional
stay in SPAIN.
If participants plan to arrive a 1 day earlier or depart 1 days later, they are kindly
requested to inform organizers and to justify why, before to buy any ticket, because we
need to contact our national agency for the approval, if it´s approve we will help in the
process.

Maximum amount Reimburse:
Each country need to search for 2 participants:
Country
Turkey
Uk
Czech Republic
Serbia
Italy
Greece
Slovakia

Amount per Person
360€
275€
275€
275€
275€
360€
275€

The participants can fly to ALICANTE (airport in the city where is the TC) or also Valencia or
Madrid or Barcelona and after take a train or bus.
Webpages where you can find information for train and bus in Spain for the people that is not arriving in Alicante
directly:
Madrid or Barcelona to Alicante http://www.renfe.com/EN/viajeros/index.html
Valencia to alicante (Train) http://www.renfe.com/EN/viajeros/index.html

The sending organization or participants themselves will buy flights tickets and then it
will be reimbursed. All prices need to be accepted by the coordinator before any
purchase is made, a screenshot from the website can be sent to us in advance and we
will approve or decline within 48 hours, all attempts will be made to answer these
emails as soon as possible. Tickets purchased without prior consent could result in
no reimbursement for travel costs.

Safety & Insurance:
Responsibility of the participants.

Accommodation:
The Training Course will be held in Alicante.
In the Residence La Florida (Alicante) Avda. Orihuela, 59, 03007 Alicante,
(Individual room with toilet per person) Bed linen are provided, you need to take your own
towels.
http://www.reaj.com/en/component/k2/265-albergue-juvenil-la-florida.html
We strongly recommend participants to inform the organisers about any special needs of
participants such are dietary, vegetarian or any other kind of special needs.
The first meal include in the project will be 14th October 2019 dinner.

NEXT STEP AFTER READ THIS INFOPACK (Registration):

CLICK HERE
TO FILL THE ONLINE APPLICATION FORM OF PARTICIPANTS

DEADLINES TO FOLLOW:
1. Before 15th August Register the 2 participants that you select for the training course.
(you have 1 month and half to find participants)
2. Before 21th August the participants need to buy ticket and send to us the
confirmation from fly companies.
If after 29th August we don´t have the participants and the confirmation from fly companies
we will make and open call to search for participants or change the partner.
The reason of the deadlines are to manage all resources for the training course,
accommodation, food, activities, etc on time.

More information or questions please send an email to:
usit08@gmail.com

!!! IMPOTANT ¡¡¡
We would like to point out the fact that this
is an INTERNATIONAL YOUTH PROJECT, not
a holiday, sightseeing trip or a travel
experience.

